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Abstract  —  Existing vertex-based shape coding 
algorithms use a number of different distortion measurement 
techniques including the shortest absolute distance (SAD), 
distortion band (DB) or tolerance band (TB), accurate 
distortion measurement technique for shape coding (ADMSC) 
and distortion measurement based on chord-length-
parameterisation (DMCLP). Among these techniques 
DMCLP is computationally the fastest. It however, is a 
relaxed measurement technique and does not fully utilise the 
admissible distortion within the rate-distortion optimisation. 
This paper presents a novel distortion measurement technique 
based on arc-length-parameterisation (DMALP) within the 
vertex-based shape coding framework. Experimental results 
vindicate its superior performance over the existing 
geometric distortion measurement techniques. 
Index Terms  —  Image coding, image/video coding and 
transmission, video coding. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Despite facilitating increasingly effective retrieval, 
manipulation and interactive editing functionality for both 
natural and synthetic video sequences, object-oriented 
video coding using shape information remains a 
challenging research topic [1-4]. The universal pursuit for 
efficiency in existing communication technologies means 
that applications such as video-on-demand, video 
streaming over the Internet, real-time applications and 
mobile video transmissions for handheld devices as well 
as real-time identification and authentication systems will 
derive significant benefits from strategies enabling fast 
shape coding.  
The rigorous review of shape coding algorithms 
presented in [1] draws the conclusion that the classical 
vertex-based shape coding framework is optimal in an 
operational rate-distortion (ORD) sense. With both 
polygonal and quadratic B-splines (BS) based strategies 
being deployed, it has become the core for several other 
shape coding algorithms [2-5]. The broad aim of these 
algorithms is that for some prescribed distortion, a shape 
contour is optimally encoded in terms of the number of 
bits, by selecting a set of control points (CP) that incurs 
the lowest bit-rate and vice versa. Distortion measures 
thus play a vital role in these algorithms, as evidenced in 
[1], either the shortest absolute distance (SAD) or 
distortion band (DB) measure is applied. A generalisation 
of DB is the tolerance band (TB) which supports a 
variable admissible distortion (AD) [2, 4], though it 
inherits the same performance characteristics of the DB 
including the propensity for trivial solutions. Furthermore, 
while both SAD and DB guarantee all points on the 
approximating curve are bounded by the peak distortion, 
they do not ensure that each boundary point maintains the 
AD particularly at shape corners. This anomaly has been 
solved by the new accurate distortion measurement 
technique for shape coding (ADMSC) [5]. Since distortion 
measurement is seamlessly integrated into the ORD 
optimal shape coding framework, the overall 
computational complexity of these algorithms is highly 
dependent on the distortion measurement overhead. In 
order to ensure computationally efficient encoding, it is 
essential to employ a fast technique. For both polygon and 
BS-based encoding, the DB and TB incur ( )2BNO  
computational complexity, where BN  is the number of 
boundary points. Additionally, the computational impost 
for DB and TB proportionally increases with AD as the 
width of the respective admissible bands widens. In 
contrast, the SAD and ADMSC measures require ( )BNO  
time for polygonal encoding, but still mandate ( )2BNO  
time for BS-based encoding. BS encoding is mostly used 
since it affords a twofold superiority over its polygonal 
counterpart, in firstly requiring a lower bit-rate since 
higher degree curves are used and secondly curve 
smoothness, due to the inherent parametric continuity of 
BS. To address these issues a new distortion measurement 
technique based on chord-length-parameterisation 
(DMCLP) [6] was proposed. DMCLP incurs only ( )BNO  
computational cost for both polygon and BS-based shape 
coding.  
Since DMCLP is based on chord-length-
parameterisation (CLP), it determines a value of u  for 
each contour point, which is then employed to obtain the 
approximating BS (or polygon) point for that contour 
point. The location of these approximating points are not 
only dependent on u , but also dependent on the distance 
between the consecutive CP. Concentration of these points 
is greater in the area close to a smaller control polygon 
edge than a large one. Consequently, DMCLP over-
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calculates (the calculated distortion is more than the actual 
distortion) the distortion and can reject a candidate CP set 
on the ground that it did not maintain AD, despite being 
maintained the opposite. Therefore, it can lead to an 
unnecessarily high bit-rate requirement. To overcome this 
problem this paper presents a novel distortion 
measurement technique that utilises the arc-length-
parameterisation (DMALP). In fact, arc-length-
parameterisation (ALP) produces an equal unit distance 
between the consecutive BS-points, which resembles the 
one unit distance between consecutive contour points on a 
one pixel neighbourhood. In this technique the values of 
u are calculated based on a modified CLP and then 
combined with the weights obtained from the ALP [7]. 
Experimental results confirm the superior performance of 
DMALP compared with the DMCLP and the others. It 
should also be noted that alike DMCLP, DMALP incurs 
only ( )BNO  computational time for both polygon- and 
BS-based shape coding. 
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II 
provides a short overview of the existing distortion 
measurement techniques within the vertex-based shape 
coding framework. Section III details the new DMALP 
technique for both BS and polygon based encoding. 
Section IV provides a thorough discussion on the 
empirical results and performance comparison with 
DMALP embedded into the original ORD framework. 
Some concluding remarks are given in Section V. 
II. EXISTING DISTORTION MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
WITHIN THE VERTEX-BASED ORD OPTIMAL SHAPE CODING 
FRAMEWORK 
Existing ORD optimal shape coding algorithms seek to 
determine and encode a set of CP representing a particular 
shape. Let the contour { }110 −= BNb,,b,bB  be an ordered 
set of points. S  is an ordered set of CP used to 
approximate B  with CS ⊆ , where C  is the ordered set 
of vertices in the admissible CP band. The original ORD 
framework detailed in [1-3], is valid for both polygon and 
BS-based models and determines an optimal S  for B  
within RD constraints. As the choice of the distortion 
metric clearly has a significant impact upon both 
computational speed and quality of this framework, the 
existing distortion measurement techniques will now be 
briefly examined. 
The shortest absolute distance: This is the most 
straightforward and widely used geometric shape 
distortion measurement technique [1]. With SAD, 
distortion for any arbitrary shape point is defined as the 
perpendicular distance of that point from the 
corresponding line segment (or its extension) of the 
approximated shape polygon. Though it is simple to 
compute, this metric however does not always accurately 
reflect the true distortion since the perpendicular distance 
may not always correspond to the actual distance for all 
shape points. For instance, when the shortest absolute 
distance from the extended part of a line segment is 
considered to be the minimum distance between a shape 
point and the line, it fails to represent the actual distance 
[5]. Apart from this, while the overall computational 
complexity of SAD is ( )BNO  for polygonal encoding, it 
requires ( )2BNO  cost for BS-based coding.  
Tolerance band: TB works as follows [2, 4]: draw a 
circle around each rb  of radius [ ]rT  which is the AD at 
rb  and is determined from the prescribed admissible 
bounds ( maxT  and minT ); TB consists of the set of all 
points that lie inside the circles; check the distortion, if all 
points on a candidate edge (curve) lie inside the TB, it is 
considered that the candidate edge (curve) maintains the 
distortion criterion. Thus, every point on the candidate 
edge (curve) is required to be checked to see whether it 
belongs to the TB points set. The number of points 
compatible with the TB-grid on a candidate edge (curve) 
is of ( )BNO  while TB itself comprises a set of ( )BNO  
points, so the entire checking process for a candidate 
curve necessitates ( )2BNO  computational cost in the worst 
case. However, as the distortion of each individual 
associated boundary point is not tested to see if it lies 
within TB, this inherits the same accuracy measurement 
problems as DB [5]. 
Accurate distortion measurement technique for shape 
coding: ADMSC [5] considers all possible relative 
positions of a point with respect to an edge, it always 
measures the distortion accurately. Hence, the inaccuracy 
problems associated with both SAD and TB techniques 
are solved with this ADMSC. In polygonal encoding, the 
edge-distortion for all associated boundary points are 
calculated from the candidate edge and checked against 
the corresponding AD which takes ( )BNO  computational 
time. BS encoding however, requires ( )2BNO  cost to 
check the distortion because a BS curve is in fact a 
concatenation of piecewise polygon-edges and so for each 
boundary point associated with a candidate curve, the 
individual distortion has to be measured from all edges 
that form the curve. The minimum edge-distortion is then 
taken as the distortion for that particular boundary point 
and checked with the corresponding AD.  
Distortion measurement using chord-length-
parameterisation: The philosophy in DMCLP [6] is that if 
there is an associated approximated point to each contour 
point, distortion can be measured as the Euclidean 
distance between these two points. Therefore, for each 
contour point it determines a value of BS control 
parameter u  and thus an approximating BS point. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of the problem with the DMCLP. 
It is computationally the most efficient amongst these 
distortion measurement techniques and incurs ( )BNO  
time for both polygon and BS-based encoding. However, 
DMCLP over-calculates the distortion. The location of BS 
points does not only depend on u , but also on the distance 
between consecutive CP. The concentration of these 
points is greater in the area close to the smaller control 
polygon edge than the large edge. For instance, as in 
Figure 1, the concentration of BS points is higher in the 
part close to the edge 1+kk ss than that of 1−kk ss . It shows 
the 17th point of both the contour and the approximating 
BS curve encircled. It is clearly visible that despite the 
distortion at the 17th contour point with respect to the 
entire approximating BS curve is much lower than the 
point to point distance obtained by DMCLP. Therefore, 
despite producing a smaller distortion, DMCLP can reject 
this CP set and hence lead to an unnecessarily high bit-rate 
requirement. To overcome this problem the following 
section presents a novel distortion measurement technique 
based on ALP. 
III. DISTORTION MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE USING ARC-
LENGTH-PARAMETERISATION  
The philosophy behind the ALP is that it define a set of 
weights for the parametric curve coefficients so that the 
generated curve points obtain a ‘unit speed’ [7]. It 
alternatively means the distance between the consecutive 
curve points is ‘equal’. It resembles the fact that the 
contour points also form a chain in a one pixel 
neighbourhood. So if the number of BS points, i.e., the 
number of steps in u  is equal to the number of contour 
points, then a BS point would lie within a close area of the 
corresponding contour point. The overall process is 
performed in two modules. In the first module the value of 
u is determined using a modified CLP. For an arbitrary 
curve segment having start and end indices 1k  and 2k  
respectively of the associated boundary points in B , the 






where ru  is associated to rb . In DMCLP rr bb 1−  is the 
Euclidean distance between 1−rb  and rb . However, this 
approach has a limitation. In this form u  monotonically 
increases with the value of r . But in many cases, despite 
the fact that there is an increment in the contour point 
index, there is no real advancement of the position of the 
contour point with respect to the baseline (the line joining 
the two end control points). Consequently, though the 
contour point is not moved, the corresponding BS point is 
moved, and hence can lead to the over-calculation of 
distortion. This scenario can be explained with the 
example in Figure 2. It shows that for the 3rd contour point 
the BS point is quite close to it. But although for the next 
few contour points there is a little advancement in the 
direction of baseline, the BS points have moved away. For 
example, the 6th contour point and its corresponding BS 
point are encircled and the distance between them is quite 
high. To overcome this limitation, it is important to use 
the projection of the distance between rr bb ,1− on the 
baseline, rather than using the geometric distance. If the 
angle is β , then the projection would be 
( ) ( )βcos1 absbbdistance rr ⋅− . Since, 1 pixel neighbourhood 
is considered for the contour chain, if the angle between 
the baseline and the global coordinate is also converted to 
the same pixel grid, depending on the angle the values of 
rr bb 1− would be either 0 or 1.  
 
Figure 2: Illustration of the problem with the CLP. 
In the second module, ALP is performed to obtain the 
weights w  so that an equal distance between the CP is 
achieved. As detailed in [7], for a quadratic curve ALP 











































( )kkkk ssssQ Δ⋅Δ⋅+Δ⋅+Δ= −− 12216 36  and ( )kkkk ssssQ Δ⋅Δ⋅+Δ+Δ⋅=− −− 12210 36  
 
where kkk sss −=Δ +1 . 
 
So ( ) 106min /1 −−+= QQα  
Hence, the optimal parameterisation coefficients are  
 
( ) ( ) jjjw −⋅−= 2minmin1 αα  for .2,1,0=j     (2) 
 
The combination of these weights and the respective value 
of u , will be employed to calculate the approximating 
point corresponding to a contour point. The distortion is 
then calculated using point to point distance between 
them. The overall DMALP technique is formalised in 
Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1: The proposed distortion measurement 
based on arc-length-parameterisation (DMALP). 
Inputs: B - boundary, 11 ,, +− kkk sss - control points, T - 
AD, 21, kk - indices of the associated boundary points. 






2. FOR 21, krkr ≤<∀   
3.         rrrr bblenchordlenchord 11__ −− +=  using (1); 
4. FOR 20, ≤≤∀ jj  
5.         Determine jw using (2); 
6. FOR 21, krkr ≤≤∀  







ru = ; 
8.    Calculate the approximating point q  using ru  and 
w ; 
9.    rqbdist = ; 
10.    IF [ ]rTdist >  Flag =0; 
 
It will now be proven in Lemma 1 that DMALP maintains 
AD for all boundary points.  
Lemma 1: If [ ]rd  and [ ]rT   are respectively the 
generated and AD for an arbitrary boundary point rb , the 
DMALP technique always upholds the AD so that 
[ ] [ ]rTrd ≤ . 
Proof: By embedding DMCLP into the vertex-based 
ORD optimal shape coding framework, every boundary 
point will have a respective point on the encoded shape. If 
the distortion defined in Step 9 of Algorithm 1 at rb  is 
rdist  and distortion (shortest distance) for the same point 
with respect to the final approximated shape is [ ]rd , then 
[ ] rdistrd ≤ . In the distortion test (Step 10), for any curve 
segment to be included in the encoded shape, [ ]rTdistr ≤  
must hold true, so that [ ] [ ]rTrd ≤ .  
Computational complexity analysis: In terms of the 
order of complexity of Algorithm 1, Steps 2-3 calculate 
the cumulative chord-length of the boundary at a cost, in 
the worst case of ( )BNO , while Steps 4-5 determine the 
reparameterisation ( )NO  time, where N  is the degree of 
the curve. For quadratic BS and polygon based 
approximation the value of N  is 2 and 1 respectively. 
Steps 6-10 firstly determine the value of u  and then 
generate the approximating point before checking to see 
whether the AD is maintained which also incurs ( )BNO . 
The overall complexity for Algorithm 1 in the worst case 
is therefore, ( )BNO , which is equal to the DMCLP and 
one degree less than all other existing distortion 
measurement techniques for BS based encoding. The main 
difference between DMALP and DMCLP is the 
calculation of reparameterisation coefficients in Steps 4-5 
and their use in Step 8. 
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
To analyse the performance of DMALP compared with 
the existing distortion measurement techniques, the ORD 
shape coding algorithms including the SW strategy were 
implemented in Matlab (R2007a) and applied to a number 
of test shape sequences. The experiment platform was 
2.67GHz Pentium-4 microprocessor, with four Gigabyte 
RAM under Windows XP.  
Figure 3(a) plots the rate vs distortion results for BS-
based encoding upon the popular Kids video sequence 
(SIF, 300 frames) while Figure 3(b) provides a zoom-in of 
the section highlighted by the rectangle in (a). It should be 
noted that nD is MPEG-4 standard distortion metric. From 
the plot it is apparent that DMALP produced superior rate-
distortion (RD) results than the DMCLP. This is due to the 
ALP of the control parameter. DMALP also produced 
better RD results compared with TB/DB and SAD. 
ADMSC always produces the best rate-distortion result 
because it always calculates the actual distortion. 
However, when the computational time complexity is the 
concern, as shown in Figure 4, ADMSC is outperformed 
by both DMCLP and DMALP, which warrants the 
theoretical fact that ADMSC mandates ( )2BNO  time while 
both DMALP and DMCLP take only ( )BNO time. The 
slightly higher time requirement in DMALP compared 
with DMCLP is due to the additional computation 
required for reparameterisation of the weight coefficients. 
In terms of both bit-rate and computational time, DMALP 
outperforms TB and SAD.  
Table I summarises the numerical results produced by 
the different distortion measurement techniques couple 
with polygon-based framework upon various test 
sequences for 2max =T , 1min =T  pixels. It shows that 
the RD performance of DMALP is consistently better than 
DMCLP. These results also exhibit that DMALP, 
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ADMSC and DMCLP always maintain the AD which is 




















                                   (b) 
Figure 3: Performance comparison – (a) rate-distortion 
and (b) zoom-in.  
 
A cursory look may reveal that SAD and TB required 
fewer bits than the others. But it is not due to the efficacy 
of SAD or TB, it is rather due to the fact that they fail to 
maintain the AD (see Sections I and II, and [5] for details) 
and thereby saving a few bits at the cost of erroneous and 
large distortion. Since the computational complexity of the 
distortion measurement process has a direct impact on that 
of the shape coding framework, a further series of 
experiments was conducted to compare the computational 
time requirements incurred by algorithm combinations for 
various AD pairs. Table II summarises the total central 
processing unit (CPU) time for various algorithm 
implementations.  






































Figure 4: Time-distortion performance comparison. 
From the results in Table II, it is readily apparent that 
those algorithms using DMALP as their distortion 
measure were computationally faster compared with the 
respective SAD, TB and ADMSC counterparts and 
comparable to DMCLP, to underscore the theoretical time 
complexity analysis presented in Sections I and II. For 
instance, with 1,3 minmax == TT  pixels, B-spline–SAD, 
B-spline–TB, B-spline–ADMSC, B-spline–DMCLP and B-
spline–DMALP respectively required 565 , 3.620 , 
8.578 , 5.312 and  
 
313 seconds, so vindicating that while SAD, TB and 
ADMSC cost ( )2BNO  for BS-based encoding, the 
TABLE I 
AVERAGE BIT-RATE (BITS PER FRAME) REQUIREMENTS (WITH THE OBTAINED DISTORTION IN PARENTHESIS 
WHENEVER IT IS DIFFERENT FROM THE ADMISSIBLE PEAK) FOR THE VARIOUS TEST SEQUENCES WITH 2max =T , 
1min =T  PIXELS USING VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF POLYGON-BASED ALGORITHMS. 
Algorithms→ SAD TB ADMSC DMCLP DMALP 
Video sequence↓ Bit-rate Bit-rate Bit-rate Bit-rate Bit-rate 
MissAmerica.qcif 343 (3.0) 338 (3.0) 348 355 350 
Akiyo.qcif 312 (2.8) 310 (3.0) 313 320 314 
Bream.qcif 421 (3.0) 415 (3.0) 421 430 422 
Kids.sif 1592 1593 1593 1600 1595 
Stefan.sif 580 582 585 589 587 
Kids.sdtv 4500 4499 4507 4512 4510 
Stefan.sdtv 1080 1080 1085 1092 1090 
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overhead for DMALP is only ( )BNO , which is the same 
as DMCLP. The slightly higher time requirement for 
DMALP compared to DMCLP is due to the reason of 
reparameterisation discussed in Section III. For polygon-
based encoding, DMALP algorithms also required less 
time than their ADMSC based counterparts, while as 
expected TB algorithms consistently incurred a 
significantly greater time overhead because SAD, 
DMALP and ADMSC all are of order ( )BNO  compared 
with ( )2BNO  for TB. 
V. CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented a novel distortion measurement 
technique based on arc-length-parameterisation 
(DMALP) which can be seamlessly embedded into the 
classical vertex-based rate-distortion optimal shape coding 
framework to improve the overall RD performance 
without increasing the computational time complexity 
order. It has been proven that DMALP always maintains 
the admissible distortion. Experimental results have 
shown that among the existing distortion measurement 
techniques DMALP is the best next to DMCLP in terms of 
computational time requirement and has outperformed 
DMCLP in terms of RD with a much larger margin while 
it is comparable with the others.  
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TABLE II 
COMPUTATIONAL TIME (SECONDS) REQUIRED FOR THE NECK REGION OF THE 31TH FRAME OF THE 
MISSAMERICA.QCIF BY DIFFERENT ORD OPTIMAL SHAPE CODING ALGORITHMS FOR VARIOUS AD PAIRS ( maxT , 
minT  IN PIXELS) (DISTORTION VALUES PRODUCED USING SAD/TB ALSO SHOWN IN PARENTHESES). 
Admissible    → 
  distortion  
1max =T ,
1min =T  
2max =T ,
1min =T  
2max =T ,
2min =T  
3max =T ,
1min =T  
3max =T ,
2min =T  
 Algorithms ↓ Time Time Time Time Time 
Polygon–SAD 1.59 (1.42) 1.80 (2.24) 1.90 (2.23) 2.0 2.0 
Polygon–TB 4.26 (2.24) 6.03(2.24) 7.73 (4.0) 11.35 (5.0) 12.66 (5.0) 
Polygon–ADMSC 1.63 1.89 2.01 2.15 2.25 
Polygon–DMCLP 1.61 1.83 1.92 1.97 2.02 
Polygon–DMALP 1.62 1.83 1.93 1.98 2.03 
B-spline–SAD 120 (2.0) 550 (2.45) 560 (5.65) 565 (7.0) 570 (8.0) 
B-spline–TB 90.60 (2.0) 510.50 (3.6) 545.50 (2.8) 620.30 (6.0) 680.40 (6.0) 
B-spline–ADMSC 554.20 575.00 582.10 587.80 591.60 
B-spline–DMCLP 270.20 290.30 297.00 312.50 314.30 
B-spline–DMALP 271.05 291.20 297.50 313.00 315.20 
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